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Nearly all countries undergo varied economic revolutions and turmoil.  Looking at the newspapers,
you will be able to note that massive demonstrations do take place globally.  The news on economic
collapse can never be false as compared to other news that is constructed by world leaders and
politicians since economic situations linger global market.  Research has depicted that prices of
commodities will increase enormously in the future.

It has never been known what the main cause of colossal economic collapse in the world is.  The
main evidences of this situation include among others food crisis, falling currency values,
unemployment, and rapid increase in oil prices.

The only way to stay safe is to prepare to handle economic collapse through the ways discussed
below:

Dealing with finances

â€¢	It is wise of you to withdraw money regularly from your savings account since banks will be
affected greatly by economic crisis

â€¢	Invest in strong currencies like swiss franc, and Aussie dollar

â€¢	Make a large safe for you to store your valuables and your money

â€¢	Buy silver bullion and gold since they retain their value during economic crisis period

Consider your community

â€¢	In times of need psychological support should be given to other people in your community to make
them strong

â€¢	Ensure that you know your neighbors and be in good condition with them

â€¢	A safe spot should be chosen to allow people in your community to meet in times of need

â€¢	Each community should make group meetings and strong bond groups

â€¢	Shelter houses and safe houses should be identified in the neighborhood

â€¢	

Household

â€¢	Buy extra heater, pillows, and blankets

â€¢	Have a lot of bottled water in the house

â€¢	Stock toiletries like toilet paper, washers, and toothpaste and first aid kit.

â€¢	
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Food

â€¢	Stock minerals and vitamins to remain healthy during economic collapse period

â€¢	Have your garden in which fruits and vegetables are planted

â€¢	To avoid being accustom of junk food, eat healthier always as you prepare for economic crisis

â€¢	Stock camping stoves to help you when electricity is shut off

â€¢	Stock non perishable items in your closets

â€¢	

You cannot avoid taking action today since economic disasters come abruptly; do not be a victim of
economic crisis and yet you have all the information with you.  This is the only key to survival:
preparedness.  Always expect the best in life but prepare for the worse.
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